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Introduction. The main purpose of the various theorenls of Riemann - Roch type is to
extract the topological inforillation contained in a holoillorphic vcctor bundle on a complex
Inanifold, or, more generally, in a coherent sheaf on a cOInplex-analytic set. A typical theorem
of this type has two main parts. First, one constructs for any coherent sheaf .c, the ehern
character eh (L:) with values in a suitable space of differential [orms. Second, one investigates
the functorial properties of this correspondence, particularily if it commutes with the operation
of proper product of cOlnplex spaccs. This last property is expressed by the standard equaJity

f. ((Todd 1\1) . eh (L:)) = (Todd N) . eh (/1.c)

where 1 : A1 -+ N is amorphisIll of cOlnplex lnanifolds, Todd NI is the Todel dass of the
Illanifold M , L: is a coherent sheaf on M , f* is the operation of the direct iIuage on differential
forms (i.e. integration along the fibre of f ), anf I!" is the operation of the direct inlage of
coherent sheaves.

There seeIn to be two main approaches to theorenls of this type: the purely algebra
geoIuetric one in the case of algebraic varieties, and the approach via differential operators,
in the case of vector bunelles on regular I1lanifolels.

The purpose of this work is to explain an alternative approach, wich has its roots in operator
theory. In contrast to the theoreIns obtained by the use of differential operators, our method
works for coherent sheaves over any cOIllplex space, in particular a singular complex space.

The usual Dlethod of working with coherent sheaves - projective resolutions - h"as SOIne

obvious disadvantages. First, such aresolution exists, in general, only in the a,lgebraic category.
Next, it is difficult to take a canonical choice of a projective resolution. The construction of
the ehern character by the use of such aresolution is also very COIllplicatedj this is illustrateel
e.g. by the work [A-LJ].

The Inain idea of our approach is to construct for any coherent sheaf its canonical globally
defined infinite-diIllensional free resolution. This simplifies drastically the situation.

By infinite-dimensional free resolution we Inean the following: a cOInplex, consisting of
Frechet spaces Xi , anel differentials Gi(Z) : Xi -+ X i+1 , depending holoInorphically on the
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variables z, such that the corresponding complex QX. of sheaves of gernls of its holomorphic
sections is quasiisolnorphic to the given coherent sheaf L. (Such a complex is necessarily
pointwise Freelholm, i.e. has at most finite-dimensional hOIl1ology.)

The construction of the infinite-dimensional free resolution uses the Cech conlplex corre
sponding to given coherent sheaf, anel has its origins in the theory of Toeplitz operators. The
final result of the construction, however, eIoes not involve operator-theoretic notions ancl can
be briefly fOfll1ulated in the following wa.,)':

Main too!. There exists an exact jlll1ctor) attaching to any cohcrent sheaf its infinite
di7nensional f1'ee resolution.

The functoriality of the resolution is a crucial property; it enables us to extenel the RieInann
Roch theorems obtainecl via this resolution to the case of the lligher K-fullctors.

The main point in the theorems of Rietnann-Roch type is the C0l11mutation of the ehern
character with the operation of the direct irnage under proper morphislllS of complex spaces.
For this, we construct a topological hOlnotopy of complexes between the resolution of the given
coherent sheaf anel the resolution of its direct irnage. This topological homotopy is functorial
in the sheaf.

The infinite-dinlensional free resolution constructed in this way imlnediately defines a Rie
mann - Roch functor with values in the topological K-theory.

Furthermore, this resolution is crucial for our construction of the Chern character of a
coherent sheaf with values in a suitable space of differential forllls. For this, Olle developes
in the infinite-dilnensional context, nalnely for parametrized Fredholtn complexes of Frechet
spaces, the analogues of the Inain ingredicnts of the theory of characteristic classes for vector
bundles, such a.s the trace, connection, and curvature. The construction of the corl'esponding
objects is again, in some sense, functorial, anel cOlnpatible with the h01110tOpy of the eIirect
iInage. It allows HS to obtain analogues in the singular case and for higher K-functors of some
theorems known in the regular case, in particular of the Hennitian Rienlann-Roch Theoreln of
BisrTIut-Köhler [B-K].

The content of the paper is a.s folIows: in the first section we give abrief account of the
construction of tbe infinite-dimensional free resolution, given in [LI].

The second section contains the definitions of the trace anel the Chern character of a holo
ITIorphic Fredholm complex of Frechet spaces. This enables us to construct the Chern character
of a coherent sheaf with values in the Bodge COh0I11010gy, anel its extension to higher K-functors.

The present construction of the Chern character has S0I11e flexibility due to the fact that
it inclucles an arbitrary choice of a so-cal1ed essential hOlllotOpy of thc cOlllplex. A choice of
an essential homotopy gives us an explicit differential fOrl11 representing this Chern character.
In section 3 we associate to any scalar product a pal'ticular essential h0l110topy for which
our construction yields a singular analogue of the Hermitian Rienlann-Roch theoreln, pl'oveel
in the regular case by BisI1lllt anel Köhler [B-K]. As in thc preceeding section, the results
include: the construction of Herl11itian Rielnann-Roch Inorphisms for higher K-functors, and
the indepcndence of the ehern characters constructed in this way froln the choice of the scalar
product.
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Finally" in seetion 4 we eonsider the ease of a linear bundle. Wc show that for a partieular
essential h01l10tOpy our construction yielcls a ehern character with values both in the symmetrie
differential forms and in the Chow ring. These Chern characters are the main ingredients
in the AritInetie Riemann-Roch theorerl1 conjectured by Bismut-GiIlet-80ule [8]. The present
approach should give further, luore general results in this direction. The purpose of the paper

is to announce thc results, and to outline thc main ideas of their proofs with sorue details.
There are several gaps whieh are still to be filled, especially in the construction of the higher
Hermitian Chern characters in section 3.

Acknowledgenlwnts: The author is grateful 10 the Max-Plank-[nslilut f1./,'r Alathernatik
in Bon11, and Lo ds dl:1'ector Profess0 l' F. Hl:1'zeb1"llch, J01' hospitalily, S7.tpporl,· and excellent
wOl'ki11g conditions. Tlte author would like /.0 t!tank Dr. [,e [{öhle'r Jor his useful explanaUons
conce1'71ing ari17nelic geol1utry, and Dr. 111. Schröder J01' his help in preparing ihis w01~k.

1. Construction of the resolution. The classical Riemann - Roch - Hirzebrueh theorem
counts the Euler characteristics of the a-cornplex (a, 0 0

,.( Al, E)) on the manifold M and vector
bundle E. In the case when M is singular c0111plex space, anel insteael of vector bunelle E wc
take a coherent shcaf I:. on M, the 8-cOlnplex is no rl10re clefined, hut one can replace it by the
Cech cOlllplex (0, C· (N/,U, 1:.)) , consisting on the a.lternating cochains of the Stein covering U
of M with coefficients in 1:..

1.1. Euristic remarks. In thc Atiyah - Singer proof of thc Rienlann - Roch - I-Jirzebruch
theoreIl1, the relevant operator-theoretic object (so-called Fredholll1 1110du1e), is given not on1y

by the complex (0, n°'·( M, E)) , but also by representation of the algebra Co( M) of continuous
functions on Ai with finite support, at any stage of this complex. The latter is defined Si1l1ply
by the operators A1J of the InuItiplication by the continuous function f.

One could try to find a silnilar Fredholm nlodule connected with the Cech c0I11plex. To
construct the corl'esponding represcntations, one could look (in the case of regular M) to
the standard bicolnplex, connecting the (j anel 0 - cOIllplexes. This suggests the following
construction: one should take the cornplex (0, Ch(M, U, 1:.)) , cOlnposed of the Hilbet't spaces
f(2)(Ucn 1:.) of square-integrable sections of 1:.. The representation of Co(NI) should be given
by the collection of Toeplitz operators TJ , f E Co( Al) , acting in f(2) (Uol:.) by the fonnula
TJ = Po NIJ ,where P is the orthogonal projection froll1 L2 (Uo,l:.) to f(2)(UO' ,I:.).

This cOllstruction would be sufficient for the proof of Riemann - Roch type theorenl, provided
that the algebras of Toeplitz operators in all the spaces f(2)(Uo,l:.) commute 1110dulo cornpact
operators. However, this question is very difficult to be answered even in the regular case.
Fortunatelly, the use of Toeplitz operators can be avoidecl at all.

To explain the idea, consider the Euclidean space Cn
, a pseudoconvex dOll1ain U C Cn

,

anel a coherent sheaf I:. on U. Let f (2) (U, L) be, as above, the space of squarc-integrable sections
of I:. on U (under some Rielnall1ian Inetrics), anel denote by (Tl, ... ,Tn ) the operators of the
I11u1tiplication by the coordinate functions of Cn

, acting in thc spacc f(2)( U, .c).
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Definition 1.1.1. The nlain role in what follows will play the para'metrized !(oszul complex
of the operators (Tl, ... ,Tn) , i.e. the Koszul complex l of the operators (Tl - Zl I, ... ,Tn - znI)
, considered as a complex holonlorphically depending on the paraIneter Z = (Zl"'" zn) E
Cn

. We shall denote this cOlnplex by !(: (U,L) (z) , and let J(. (U, [,) (z) be the analogous
complex constructed for the operators above acting in the nudear Frechet space r(u, [,) of all
hololllorphic sections of Lover U. Thc next assertions, which cau be proved on a standard
way (see [L2D, show the counection between the Koszul complex given abovc, the algebra of
Toeplitz operators, and the sheaf L:

Proposition 1.1.2. The cornp/exes J(: (U,L) (z) and J(. (U,L) (z) are Fredholtn /0'1' Z E
Cn\F, where F:= bUnsupp(L). The contplexes VI{:(U,L)(z)} resjJ. VJ(.(U,L)(z) , 0/
sheaves 0/ germs 0/ holornorphic seetiol1s 0/ these contplexes are quasiisolnorphic by a natural
quasiiso In orplüsm (we will call it evaluat iOll Iuap) io the sltea! LIu ,.

Proposition 1.1.3. Suppose that the Toeplitz operators on f (2) (U, [,) commute Inodulo
compad operators. Then the class 0/ !{h (U, [,) (z) in the group 1(° (Cn

\ F) coincides with the
Alexander dual/'o the elc"ment 0/ ](I (F) } detennined by the algebra 0/ Toeplitz operators.

Ren1ark 1.1.4. COlnbining the propositions above, one obtains a very short proof of (a
generalization of) the Boutet de Monvel's index theoreill for Toeplitz operators (and therefore,
of the Atiyah - Singer index theoreln). Indeed, prop. 1.1.2 proves that the complex !(h (U, [,) (z)
carries the index dass for the algebra of Toeplitz operators, and prop. 1.1.3 shows that this
dass can be calculated by an arbitrary locally free resolution of L. In particular, if E is a
holoI110rphic vector bundle on the strongly pseudoconvex dOlllain V on the cOlnplcx nlanifold
1\1 , then, taking an embedding e : M --+ Cn

, a dOIllain U C Cn such that Une(M) = \i , and
L := e.(E) , one obtains the llsual Boutet dc Monvel's index fonnula.

1.2. Main construction. (see [LID. Now, one can "replacc" thc Tocplitz operators
with the corresponding KOSZlll c0111plexes. One can use now the spaces r( UCl'l [,) instead of
f(2)( Uco L), and there is no neeel of the use of harel analytic technics. The constrllction proceecls
as follows:

Lct /vI be a cOlnplex spacc, regularily enlbedded2 in the complex Inanifold A1. Take a
covel'ing U = {Vi} iE! of N! by contractible pseudoconvex dOlnains. Suppose that each dOlnain
Ua := Vii n... nUik , where Q' = {i., ... , ik } Cl, has a fixed coordinate systeIll, anel therefore
a fixed parametrized Koszul COlll plex [{. (Va, L) (z) , defincd as in 1.1.1. For any a Cl, one
can transfer the cOlnplex [{. (Va, [,) (z) onto Va' It cau be extended on the whole 1\;[ as a
SillOOth conlplex, exact outside of Ua j we will denote it by the same sYInbol. Put

IThe J(oszul complex of n commuting endomorphisms of a linear space can bc defined as the total complex
of the n-cube diagramm formed by these endomorphisms.

2The assumption of the embeddability into a complex manifold is not Ilccessary. Jt is shown in [LI] thai
each complex space possess an embedding in an almost complex manifold l and such an embedding is sufficiently
good for thc consiruciion which folIows.
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X.,p(z) = EB [(. (Vo ,[,) (z)
lol;;;;p

Then this cOInplex is an infinite-dimensional free resolution on j\t! of the sheaf CP (U, [,) (i.e.
the cOlllplex of sheaves of its holomorphic sections is qua.siisolnorphic to the latter sheaf). The
falnily of c01nplexes X.,p( z) cloes not fornl a bicolllpiex. Neverthless, one can define for theIn
S0111e substitute of the total complex of a bicolllplex.Indeed, a silllpie algebraic reasoning shows
that there exist "corrccting" maps

1'q,p,n(z) : Xq,p( z) -+ Xq-n,p+n+l (z)

such that the total c01nplex, asseIllbled by all X.,p(z) , with differentials detennined by the
differentials of these cOlllplexes anel by the correcting Illaps 7'q,p,n(z) , is indeed a complcx (Le.
the product of two consecutive differentials is zero) and is qua.siis01norphic via the evaluation
map to the complex of sheaves C· (U, [,). The only nOll-zero entries of the correcting Inaps
are acting from f( Ucn [,) to f( Uß, [,) for 0' C ß; they are depending holonlorphically on the
paraIneter near Uo , anel are s11100th far fr0111 it. ~10reover, these Inaps depend only on the
covcring U anel the choosen coordinate systeIlls on its eleI11ents. One easily can see that any
two sets of correcting Illaps are linearily h0I110topic.

In [LI] the cOlnplex,constructed ahove, is denoted by [(C. (Pt!, U, [,) (z). Here, for the sake
of brevity, we will denote it by X;(z) , or by X;J,.c(z) ,01' by X:"u,.c(z). Let us note some of
its properties:

Proposition 1.2.1. The contplex X;(z) satisfies the following statel1~ents:

1/ X;( z) is a srnooth complex of nudea.,. Frechet spaces. Local/y it, splits to a direct sum
of a holontorphic cornplex and smooth exact complex. The sheaf of holorno'rphic seelions 0/ the
fOTiner being quasiiso"morphic to the sheaf [,. Roughly speakingJ there exists a quasiiso'morphic
epirrtorphisrn of complexes 01 sheaves on NI:

ox. -+ C. (U, l.) --t 0

2/ X;(z) is an exact lunet01' 01 the sheal [, ; lo any rn01'phism 01 coherenl sheaves rp : .c -t

M there c07'l'esponds a canonical constant l1~orphiS'ln 01 cO'lnplexei3 c.p~ : X;(z) -t X~(z) (ln
pa1,ticulal'J fhis shows thal lhe consf.7'uetion nbove ilnrnediat,ely extends to pe·,feet complexes of
Frechet sheaves).

3/ Let us adopt the convention: when speaking on the covering U ) we will assu'me thal its
definition indudes also the choosen coordl:nate syste1ns on its ele·ment.s, as well as the cO'lTec/.ing
'maps rq,p,n(z). So, we will write U1 C U2 } ifU2 confains aU the ele'11wnts ofUt , and coordinate
systcrns and correcting rnaps 107' these ele'ments in U2 are the same as in U1 •

ThenJ il U1 C U2 , then the're exists a canonical constant quasiiso'mor"phic monomorphism
01 conl,plexes X~I'.c(Z) --t X;'2'.c(Z).

3By morphism of complexes, we mean any homomorphism, preserving the grading and commuting with the
different ials.
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4/ Por any vector bundle E on A~[, t.he complex E 0 X;(z) is natu'l'ally (wit.h 1'espect to ,c )
quasiisomoTphic to fhe comp/ex X;;0 C(z).

1.3. Behavior under proper 11laps. Let U c en
, \I c Cm be Stein donlains with

coordinate functions ZI, ... ,Zn, resp. WI, ... , W m , and ,c be a coherent sheaf on U X V. Let
f be the projection of U x V on U. Let Tl,"" Tn ,resp. SI, ... , Sm be thc operators of
111ltltiplication by the coordinate functions in r(U x V, ,c).

Denote by !{; (U x V, L) (z, w) , tEe, thc Koszul c0l11plex in cn+m of the operators
Tl - ZI!, ... , Tn - zn! , t,SI - WI, ... , t.Sm - 10m , acting in thc spacc f(U X \I, ,c). For t = 1 wc
obtain the complex !{. (U x \I,'c) (z, 10) anel for t = 0 - the conlplcx i1]{. (U, f.'c) (w) , where
i is the coordinate elnbedding of Cn in cn+m

, anel i! is thc corl'esponding Koszul - Tholn
c0l11plexj tbe complexes !{; (U X V,.c) (z, w) forn1 a continuous fainily of conlplexes, joining it,
and therefore realize a (topological) hOI110tOpy between it.

So the good functorial properties of the Koszul complcxes pernlit us to construct thc COl'
responding hOlll0tOpy globally. Take a proper 1110rphism f : 1V[ ---+ IV of complex spaces, and
regular embeddings eM : M ---+ M , eN : N -+ N. Thcn (eM, J 0 eN) : M -+ Al x f..r is again a
regular elnbedding, and the projectiom Jl'1 x N -+ il agrces with thc 111ap J. Take coverings U
1 resp. V , of NI , resp. i·/ , in the above sense, i.e. together with the coordinate syste111S and
the correcting maps. Then U x V elctennines a covering of Nt x N.

Take a sl1100th embedding i : A1 ---+ jR2N = CN such that the nonnal bUlldle to i (1\1) has a

c0l11plex structure. Denote by ~XV,C(z,w) the Koszul- Tholll trallsfonnation of the cOlllplex
x;'xV,C(z, w) inder thc ernbcdding i x 1Ni using the trivialisations of the nonnal bunelle, it can
be represented as a SD100th cODlplex ofFrechet spaces on eN x N , "infinitesiDlally holOlllorphic"
neal' the subset i (i1) x N.

Now, including thc paranleter tEe, we obtain a cOlnplex on CN
X N xe, which will be

denoteel by X!,C(z, w, t).
'I'his complex is supported on the subspace t.i (A~!) x N of CN x f..r j its rcstriction fort = 1

coincides with X;'XV,C(z, w) given above, and its restrietion to t = 0 is equal to the Koszul 
ThoIll transformation of the cOlllplex X:"V,f!C(w) undel' the embedding IV "'-+ 1V X {O} c NxCN

.

Roughly speaking, so-defined cOlnplex deteflllines a canonical topological homotopy between
(sollle Koszul-ThoITI transformations of) the cODlplexes f*X~'C(z) and X;'.J!C(z).

The hOlllotOpy X!,C(z, 'W, t) has properties siDlilar to these of X;(z):

Proposition 1.3.1. X!,C(z, w, t) has the /ollowing pl'operties:
1'/ The co-mplex 0/ sheaves 0/ sheaves 0/ ger>-ms 0] hololnorphic sections 0] X!,C(z, w, t)

I:S quasi-isornorphic to fhe direcf image 0] fhe shea/ L undel' lhe 1napping zENt "'-+ (f( z), t .
i( z), t) E il X CN xe (ils specia/isation on t = 1 and t = 0 coincides with'c and !!L 1'espectively).

2/ J 3/ J 4/ are fhe sante as in 1.2.1.

1.4. Technical problen1s. Let us note two types of technical difficulties, appearing in the
process of work with the complex constructed above:

1/ The spaces X n , [onning the cOlnplex X;(z) , are not Hilbert. They are lluclear Frechet
spaccs. However, scaling the domains of the coverillg U , one can include these spaces in
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a nuclear scale of nllclear Frechet spaces. More precisely, we obtain a scale X:,C( z) with a
real paral1leter i , such that for T < T' the Inorphism of complexes X:,C(z) --+ X:/,C(z) is a
qllasiisol1l0rphislll , and the operators X~,c --+ X~/,c are nuclear embcddings of Frechet spaces.
Some fUllctional-analytic tecl1l1ics (see [LI], part 1) show that one can operate with such a scale
of complexes in the same way as with cOIllplexes of Hilbert spaces.

2/ The cOlllplex X;(z) is not anaJyticj roughly, it divieles into an analytic part and exact
snl00th part. If we denote the differentials of this complcx by 0.(z) , then this means that the
morphisms of cOlnplexes 80'.(z) , aao.(z) , ... are canonically hOlnotopic to zero. This will be
essential in the rest of the paper, anel will a.llow us to neglect the "non-analytic" part.

In the algebl'aic case, i.e. when lvI is a quasiprojective variety, anel the covering is affine,
the constructions above can be perfornled without "smooth part"; however, the spaces involveel
becoIne illore cOillplicated from the functional - analytic poi nt of view.

To fix the ideas, we, perhaps ovcrsiIllplifying, will speak of thc c0I11plex X;(z) as of a
holomorphic complex of Hilbert spaces.

1.5. Riemann - Roch theorem in the sense of Baunl - Fulton - Macpherson.
The work (B-F-i\.1 2] gives a construction in the algebraic category (i.e. under thc asstunption
that any coherent sheaf on 1\1 has a projective resolution on the anlbient projective space) of
a natural transformation of fUIlctors DM : 1<~lg(lvI) --+ 1<~OP(M) fronl thc Grothendieck group
1<~lg(A1) of the category of 0.11 coherent sheaves on" the cOlnplex space IvI , to the corresponding

topological K-group 1<~OP(AI) := 1(° (1\1, fl\AI) , coml11uting with the proper Inaps of c0l11plex
spaces.

Dur construction proves this theorenl in the complex-analytic case. lndeed, the complex
X;( z) considered as 0. continious Fredholnl cOlnplex of Frechet spaccs, determines an element

O'M ([1:]) of the topological K-group 1(° (NI, M\Ivl) , anel the topological hOlll0topy X!,C(z, 7.0, t)
constructecl above proves the equality !.O'M([.c]) = D:M([!rL]). I\10reover, since the construc
tions are functorial with respect to .c , then, applying it on the classifying space of the category
of coherellt sheaves (in the sense of Quillen 01' Waldhausen), one obtains:

Proposition 1.5.1. On lhe calegory 0/ cohe1'enl sheaves on comp/ex sets there c/.:ist Rie
mann - Roch transformalions on higher J{.Junctors :

0:v :l<t1g
( A1) --+ [<fop (M)

c01nmuting wilh the prope1' direet ilnages.

Similar, but I110re cOIllplicated, construction, gives a proof in the analytic category of the
RieInann-Roch theorem for higher bivariant K-functors in the sense of Fulton - Macpherson.

C0l11posing the hOlTIOlll0rphislll a~J above with the topological Chern character, one obtains
a Riel11ann - Roch theOrCt11 with values in ele Rham h0I11010gy. In the rest of the paper we show
that one can retrieve fronl thc construction above S0l11e 1110re precise Riel11ann - Roch theoreIllS.

2. Rien1ann - Roch theoren1 in Hodge cohon10logy. vVe propose here a construction
of the Riemann - Roch theoretn for coherent sheaves on the cOl1lplex space AI with values in
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the Hodge COhOl1l010gy EB HK! (A:[, op,o (A:r)). A theoren1 of this type in the analytic eategory
was provecl first by mainly combinatoria) lnethocls in series of papcrs by O'Brian -Toledo-Tong
in the 80-s. Our approach, which ean be applied for lligher K-functors also, yields Illore exact
theorems of the Riemann - Roch type.

In the paper [A-LJ] , Angeniol anel Lejeune-.Jalabert show that the characteristic classes of
the coherent sheaves can be expressed by the derivatives of the differentials of its locally free
resolutions.

The construction in the above paper (involving thc I11usie's tra.ce for the cndOlllOl'phisln of
aperfeet complex) ca.n be n1ade explieite only in S0l11e particular cases. Thc definition of the
derivatives of differentials of a conlplex nced coordinate franlcs, which exist only locally, and
the operators of change of the basis I1lake the formltlas very COIllplieate.

The situation seems to be different whell using the infinite-e1ilnensional frce resolution con
structed above. In the present seetion we will define, in the spirit of [A-LJ], the ehern character
of a coherent sheaf L by the use of the parallletrized cOIllplex of Freehet spaces X;(z). As we
noted, for the sake of simplicity we will considcr X;(z) as a holon10rphic complex of Hilbert
spaces.

2.1. Trace of a closed endonl0rphisn1 of holon10rphic Fredhohn cOlnplex. Let
X.(z) = {Xi,O'i(Z)} be a hololllorphically depending on the paran1cter z E A1 pointwise Fred
hol111 cOIllplex of Hilbert spaces, defincd on the cOlllplex manifold 1':1. Denote by HOHl p (X., X.)
tbe space of all endomorphisills of X.(z) of order p ,i.e. of all sets of (boundcd and linear) op
erators F. = {Fi : Xi --+ Xi+p } iEU:;' The standard differential of this c0l11plex is defined as the
COml11utator ['l a.(z)] with the differential a.(z) of the initial cOlllplex. The vector-function
F.(z) with values in the space of the ]J-end0l110l'phisl11S Homp (X., X.) will be called closed, if
it is annihilated by this differential, i.e. if [F.(z), a.(z)] = O.

Denote by Horn! (X., X.) the subcomplex of Horn. (X., X.) 1 consisting on the operators
with a fini te-dilllensional image. The assull1ption that X. (z) is Freclholnl ilnplies

Lemma 2.1.1. The embedding H onl-! (X., X.) ~ H01n. (X., X.) is a quasiiso"mo"l'phiS'm.

This quasiison10rphisln can be noncanonically inverted. We will call the given set of op
erators S.(z) = {S'i(Z) : Xi --+ Xi-I} an essential h017l0tOpy for thc cOlllplex X.(z) , if all the
operators [S(z), a(z)] - 1 are finite - dirnensiona.l, and an exaet hOlnotopy, if all [S(z), a(z)] - I
a.re zero operators (the latter ma,y happen only if X.(z) is an cxact conlplex).

Now, if F(z) is closed, and S.(z) is an essential hOI110tOpy, then the hOm0l110rphisl11 F(z)
[S(z) 0 F (z), 0'( Z)] is fini te-cli mensional anel hOl11ological to F(z); so, any essential hOI11otopy
defines a lnap fronl H01n. (X., X.) to H01n! (X., X.).

Denote by Oo,p EIoH1.q (X., X.) the sheaf of gen11s of differential [orIlls on 1fl of degree (0, p)

with smooth scctions of H ornq ( ..\'., X.) as a coefficients. These sheaves form a bicomplex
OO'·HOHl. (X.,X.) with first and second differentials lJ and [·,a(z)] respcctively. Since a(z) is
sllpposed holOl11orphic, these differentials COI11mllte. Denote the total cOl11plex of this bicomplex
by OHOHl. (X., X.). Then the len1ma above illlplies that the embedding O!Iom! (X., X.) --+
OHonl. (X., X.) is a quasiisomorphislll also.

In this case, as weil as above, the choice of essential hOl1l0tOpy S.(z) for the cOlllplex X.(z)
enables us to find for any closed section F.(z) of D.H01n. (X., X.) a closed section j(z) of
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Ollarrl,! (X., X.) hOll1ological to p.(z). The procedure of finding f fr0l11 F is the well-known
diagraln-chase, 01' zig-zag, on the stages of the bicotnplex 0°'· fI01n. (X., X.).

As usual, for any clelllcnt f = {fi : Xi --+ XdiE/Z E Harnt (X., X.) of order zero one defines
the trace (01' supertrace) of f by the fonllula Lr (f) := 2:( -1 )itr· (!i). It is easy to see that if J
is of the form J = [G, a(z)] , then t1' J = o. So one can formtilate

Definition 2.1.2. Let f( z) be any section of OB 07n! (X., X.) , and !p,o( z) be its C0I11pOnent

in Oo,pH O1n~ (X., X.) . Then one defines tr f (z) E Oo,p (NI) as the (0, p) - differential fonn

i1' Jp,o(z).

Lemnla 2.1.3. The fruce defined above is a mo'rphisrt2 0/_the cO'11l,plex 01 sheaves
OH07n! (X., X.) info the Dolbeaux c07nplex 0/ sheaves 0°,· t1ltJ).

Definition 2.1.4. Let F(z) be a closed end0I110rphism of X.(z) of order ]1, depending
holoI110rphically on z. Then it detcnnines a dosed seetion of the cOInplex OH07n. (X.,X.)
also. Let f( z) be any section of OHO1ni CY., X.) , homoIogieaI to F( z). Then one defines the

trace it'F(z) of F(z) as the dass oftr'J(z) in the Dolbeaux cohomology group HO,p (M,OM)'
Relnark 2.1.5. In the definition above only thc 8-cohomological dass of the farIn t7' F(z)

is determined. However, if we fix the essential h0I110tOpy S.(z) for the complex X.(z), then
we obtain a concrete choice for f(z) , and thcrefore a concrete difrerential fonn 1'epresenting

this dass. To etnphasize the depeudence on S.(z) , we will denote it by t1'sF(z) (note that
this form depends linearily on F.(z) ). The diagram ehasc procedure of finding 1 from F can
bc described as follows: the elelnent F(z) is of bidcgree (0,]1) ; I11ultiplying by S , and then
applying a, we obtain an element of bidegree (l,p - 1) , and so on, until we reaeh the degree
(p,O) , where we find the elemcnt !p,o( z) involved in the definition of thc trace.

Let HS note also that jf S.(z) is an exaet hOlllotopy, then trsF(z) is zero.

2.2. Trace with values in local cohonlology. Suppose that thc set of the points z ,
such that X. (z) is not exaet, is contained in the c0I11plex set AI C NI. Then one cau define

a modification of the trace above wi th values in the Ioeal COhOlll010gy fIXt (1\:/, CJA~l)' Indeed,

any elelnent of H~ (1\1, °Ai) ean be represen ted by a pair (w, w) , where w E OO,p (Nt') ,
w E OO,p-1 (NJ\i\tI) , 8w = 0 , 8w = w.. Alternative representation: in1posing S0I11e growth

conditions on wnear i\tf , one can extend was a current on the whole Jf1 and then consider
the form w - aw ; this is a differential form of the type (0, p) wi th currents as coeffieients,

concentrated on 1\1 (we will denote the space of all such fonns by O~f (Al)) , which repl'csents

the SaIne element of f1~t (NI, CJü )'

Now, take f(z) as above, anel let j(z) be a section ofthe e0I11plex OH01n! (~X., X.) on Nf\/vf
, such that the in1age of j( z) under the differential of this complex is equal to I( z). Thcn one
can take w = Lr !p,o(z) , and w= tr jp-I,O(Z). The pair (w,w) rcpresentsLr F(z).

Ta take a concrete representative for thc local trace, one nlust choose an essential homotopy
S.(z) for ~Y;(z) on NI , anel an exact hOlll0topy S.(z) on Al\M , such that S'.(z) - S.(z) is
fini te-dimensional.
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2.3. Traces of a higher order. \Ve will need

Len11na 2.3.1. Suppose t.hai JO'1' any non-en~]Jt.y subset I = (io, ... , ik ) c {O, ... , n} one
has a fixed essential homotopy 5'1 (z) 0/ the complex X. (z). Let F( z) be a closed hol07noTphic

endo'morphism 0/ X. (z) oJ o'rder p J p 2:: n. Then ihere exist. differential Jo/ms W1 E n°,p-k (AI)
) such thai:

1/ fo7' any i E {O, ... ,n} one has W{i} = t7'Si F(z)
2/ and Jor any I = (i 1, ••. , i k ) C {I, ... , n} one has:

k

ßW1 = L (-1)jw1i ., whcrelj:= J\ {ij}
j=1

Proof. Denote by C. = {Cp, Ap(z)}p (01', when necessary, by C;) thc cone of the Cln

bedding nH07n~ (X.,X.) --+ flHo7Tl-. (X.,X.). Then C. is an exact cOlllplex of sheaves, and
any essential homotopy S of X.(z) defines an uniquely determined exact hOlllOtOpy of C. ; we
will denote it again by S(·). ,",Ve will define the trace on C. as a superposition of the canoni-

cal epinlorphisrn C. --+ nHom~ ()(.,X.) with the trace nllom,~ (X., X.) --+ ,00,. (1'1) defined
above.

Now let F.(z) be a closed holonlorphie endOInorphism of X.(z) of degree p. Then F.(z)
defines a closed (i.e. annihilated by the differential Ap(z)) section of Cp. Denote F~(z) ;=
S{i}(F). ,",Ve have Ap_l(Z)F~(z) = F.(z). For any i < j the elelnent C;~,j ;= F~ - I~ is closcd,
and one defines F~,j := Si,j (G~,j) ; then Ap - 2( z )F;,j = C:,j. Again, for any tripie i < j < k the
section Gi,j,k -= pi,k - pi,j - pj,k is closcd and its illlage by S .. k is denoted by pi,j,k Using

• • • ..' 1,l, • .

an induction on 111, one can construct for any I with IJI = k a section F! (z) of Cp - k such that

k

Ap_k(z)F!(z) = L (-l)i F!i(z)
j=l

Then the differential fonns WJ ;= t7' Ft (z) will satisfy the requirelnents of the proposition.

Second proof. One can give an alternative, rather geometrie, proof of the above propo
sition. Take a slightly different version of itj let So(z), ... , Sn(z) be essential hOlnotopy ror
the holomorphic Fredhohn cOIllplex X.(z) on l'~/. Let a be an n-dimensional silnplex, and
LI,"" tn be linear coordinates on a. Consider the cOlnplex X.(z) as a complex defined on
a X M with differentials not depending on t. Then one cau take an analog of the bicolnplex
0,0,. Hom. (X., X.) , replacing the second differential ßz with ßz - clt (obviously it will C0111ITIute
with thc first differential [', a.(z )J).

Since all the essential homotopy of a givcu Frcdhohn complcx fonn an affine set, one can
define a family of hOIDotOpy S.(z, t) , t E a , such that its values on the vertexes of a will
coincide with the given hOlnotopy So(z), ... 1 Sn(z).

Calclliating trF(z) in the biconlplex n°'·flon~.(X.,X.)defined on a x f1~[ ,by the use of
honlotopy S.(z, t) , one obtains a differential form w(z, t) which can be decOInposed as

n

w(z, t) = L Wi(Z, t)
i=o
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where Wi(Z, t) is its homogeniolls part of degrec i with rapport to dt. Since W is (äz - dt ) 

closed, then we have dtWi = 8zWi+l. For any set I = (io, ... ,id C {O, ... ,n} denote by GI the
corresponding sllbsimplex of (J'. One can define the fonns WI , involving only z-differentials, by
the equality Wk la I = w/ A dtio /\ ..• /\ dtik; then, applying Stokes fonnula to the cquality above
for i = n - 1 , anel making the obvious computations, we obtain 8z W u = 2:( -1 )iWbiU , where bi

is the i-th face Inap.
The construction above can be applied to any simplicial cOlllplex with fixed essential homo

topy at any vertex; taking the baricentric subdivision of a simplex, we obtain the leIllIna.

Relnark 2.3.2. If in thc second proof one chooses 8.(z,t) to be a linear function of t ,
then one will obtain the saIlle forms W/ as in the first proof. However, in thc section 3 we will
need SOIne different choice of 5.(z, t) , corresponeling to the variation of the seaIal' product.

2.4. ehern character of a Fredholnl cOlnplex. Take an analytic pointwise Fl'edhohn
cOIllplex X.(z) = {Xi, O:i(Z)} as above, and put (do:(z))P = do:(z) 0 ... 0 do:(z) - a product of p
factors. Then, differentiating the equality 0:( z) 0 0'(z) = 0, one obtains that (do:( z))k eornnlutes
(in the graded sense) with the differential o:(z) anel therefore is a closed holomorphic sectioH

of the complex nllorn. (X.,X. ®np,o (Nt)). The tensor factor f!P,o (M) does not change
seriously the situation deseribed above;at least, one ean take locaJly a p-tuple of hololl1orphie
veetor fields 11 .•• Ip and consider d/ta 0 ... 0 d/pO: as a seetion of nJlon1.. (X.,X.). Taking

aeeount of thc li ncari ty of the trace, one obtain tT (da( z))P as an elclllcn t of J/P (Ai, nr,o ( M) ).
Definition 2.4.1. One defines the p-th Newton class of thc eOInplex X.(z) by the fonllula

vP (X.) := tr (dO'( z))P E I/P (A:!, np,o (A1)). Usi ng the Ioeal construetion, i t can be taken in

HK'! (A:/, f!P,o (lf!)). The Chern character of ~)(.(z) wi th val ues in Bodge eohomology is defined

by

eh (X.) = L ~ tr (da(z))p
p'2;O p.

(lf the homotopy 5 is fixed, we will write it as ehs (~){.).)

This eonstruetion ean be interpreted in the terlllS of theory of superconnections, developed
by QuilIen; indeed, if one consider the supcrconneetion D := d + O'(z) , then its curvatUl'e is
D2 = dO'(z), and the eonstruction above fits in the standard scherne.

One ean represent the same differential form as the "essential part" of the Chern eharacter
of an usual connection. Fix the essential hOInotopy 5 , and eonsider the eonnection D1 =
d - S(z) 0 dO'(z). Let us dcnote by (w)(p,q) the C0l11pOnent of the differential fornl W lying in the
space np,q.

Lenlnla 2.4.2. Unde1' the notations above f01' any natural none has

(trs (D2)n) = { [rs (do:)n
1 (p,q) 0

if p = q = n
if p< q

The things ean be rnade more explicit for a good ehoice of the homotopy 5. Take a decoill
position X.(z) = E.(z) EB L.(z) as a SUDl of finite-dinlensional subeolnplex E.(z) and exact
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subcomplex L.(z) , sl1100tly depending on z E NI. Then for any i the vector bundle Ei(z) can
be considerecI as 30 finite-dil11ensional subbundle of the trivial infinite-diIllensional bundle with
fiber Xi. One can define an essential hOIl1otopy S.(z) such that SIE = 0 anel Sk is an exact
hOIll0tOpy for L.(z). Then [5',0') = r - P , where P = p. (z) is the projection froln X. to E.
parallel to L•. Define the connection Di on the bundle Ei(z) by the fOl'mula Di~ := Pi(z)od~(z)

, where ~(z) is a section of Ei(z).

Lenllua 2.4.3. Unde1' the choice of I.he horno/,opy S given above f01' (lny natural none has

if p = q = n
if p< q

2.5. ehern character of a coherent sheaf. The dcfinition abovc, applied to the
resolution X;(z) , gives the Chern character ch(.c) of a coherent sheaf ,C on At!. Nanlely,
denote

The next assertion shows that ch(.c) does not depend on the choice of the eIl1bedding
e : A1 --+ M.

Lenlma 2.5.1. 1f!VI --+ N is a srnooth e'mbedding of c01nplex rnanifolds wilh a no'rlna!
bund!e E) then

T!\r('c) = (Todd E) . Tif(.C)

Indeed , if one take thc coordinate systenl on /.J such that the intersection of !V! with any
chart on N is a coordinatc subspace of this chal't, then the COIl1plcx X;,,u,L(Z) will coincide
with the Koszul- Thonl transform of the cOIl1plex x;t,U,C(z) with respect to the normal bundle
E.

Reluark 2.5.2. The assertion of the lelnma is still valid jf N is slnooth (non-coIl1plex)
Inanifold anel the normal bundle E possess 30 cornplex structure. This fact is ilnportant in the
proof of the covariance of the Chern chal'actel' under proper maps.

The construction of the ehern character can be extended to the higher K-groups. 'vVe will
describe this first in the SiUlplest case corresponding to the Chern character for the functor
I(~lg. Take an exact sequence of sheaves E : 0 --+ .c, --+ .c --+ l" --+ 0 , and the corresponding
exact sequence of cOlnplexes 0 --+ X;'(z) --+ X;(z) --+ X;I/(z) --+ O. Sl1ppose we have fixed
the hOInotopy S' , S , S" for each of these cOlnplexes. Lifting S" (which does not change the
traces), one can consider S' EB S" as 30 h0l110tOpy for X; (z). Then, for the construction above,

one finds an element ch(E) E EB f2p ,p-l (i\~/) such that

8ch(E) = chs('c) - chs' EB 51/(.c) = chs(l) - chs,(l') - chsl/(,C")

In thc general case, clenote by coh N! the category of all cohcrent sheaves on NI, anel recall
that by the Waldhausen definition (see ['vV]) the higher K-grol1p 1{~lg(i\1) can be defined as k+ 1
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-th hOIllOtOpy group of the classifying space of the sitnplicial catcgory -I which we will denote by
vV.coh 1\1. The k- sin1plexes in this category are given by the filtered objects (j : Lt C ... C Lk.
We will write Lu := Lk.

To construct thc lligher ehern charactel's ch( (j) , 01' rather T( a) , one can use an induction
on k as in lemIna 2.3.1. Suppose that for any such a k-sirnplex (j we have fixed an essential
h01l10tOpy 5'u for thc COlll plex X;tT (z ).

Next, if (jl C (j2 , then 'cU1 is a factor-sheaf of a subsheaf of 'c(I2' Then we will fix an

en1bedding C;tT l -+ C;tT2 including extension by zero (on the stage of subsheaf) ancl lifting (on
the stage of factor-sheaf). It is illlportant to note that the lifting cloes not change the trace of
the finite-dilnensional cotnponent.

Fix the natural ]J ; then for any coherent sheaf .c one has an closed endoI110rphisI11 F.C ( z) :=

(da.( z) y of thc c0I11plex );;( z). The property 2 in 1.2.1 shows that for any 1110rphisI11 of
sheaves 'P : .c ---+ M there is a,n equality

C X \' MF. (z) 0 'P. = 'P~ 0 F. (z)

Therefore, the pair (X;(z), F.C(z)) detennines an cxact functor from the category of Cü
herent sheaves to the category of Frcdhohn complexes endowcd with a closed holOITIorphic
endomorphism of degree p.

Suppose that we are in the situation described above, i.e. that for any coherent sheaf .c one
has an functoriarily depending on ,c closed enelolTIorphisln F.C ( z) of the cOluplex X;- (z). Using
the ineluctive construction of lemlna 2.3.1, we obtain

Proposition 2.5.3. One can attach to any k-sintplex (j a sechon F:(z) oJ C~~k such that:
1/ iJ (j = {.c} J then F: (z) coincidcs with lhe cndonlorphisrn F.c u (z) fixed aboveJ and
2/ Jor any k-sintplex a one has

k

A;':k (f';(z)) = L (_I)i F:i(U)(Z)
j;;;O

where Jor i = 0 and i = k in lhe right hand side one takes the liftingsJ descl'ibcd above.

Taking the trace nlorphis111 tr : C;tT ---+ n°,· (A1) , one can define tru(F) := tr (Fu(z)) E
np,p-k+1 anel, finally

1
rAf(a) := L I tru ((do:)P)

p?:k p.

Sumrllarizing, we obtain

Proposition 2.5.4. Thel'e exists a 'T7"/'apping (j "-+ eh( (j) aUaching to any k-siJnplex (j E

l'l!kcoh Al a different.ial Jorm ch( (j) E E:B np,p-k+I (NI) such thai fo1' any a one has:
p2: k - 1

k

oeh ((j) = L (-1 )i eh (bi (a ))
i=o

4Vsually denoted by S.coh 1\1.
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WhCTC bi ( a) dcnotes the i -th Jace nl,ap JOT a.

The 111apping, statecl in the proposition, defines the higheT Riclnann - Roch Juncton;;

chk : !{:lg (At{) --+ EB HP-k (At, OP,o (1'(;!) )
p?k

Indeed, the mapping a '""'-'+ ch(a) above can be cxtended by linearity to a n1apping rr '""'-'+ ch( rr)
defined for any simplicial cOlnplex 1T C Hf.coh A1 and satisfying

8ch( rr) = ch(bIT)

with brr denoting the sinlplicial bounelary of 1r. Taking rr to run over the generators of the k + 1
- th hOlnotopy group of Hf.coh 1V[ , one obtains the group hOlnOInOl'phisln ch k .

1t is easy to describc how the Chern character, defined above, depends on the choicc of the
hOInotopy Sq:

Proposition 2.5.5. Suppose one hns fixed lwo different choosing nlnps a '""'-'+ s~ ) a '""'-'+ S;
, and let ch'(a) , ch"(a) be the corresponding ehern characters. Then thel'e exists a Inap
a '""'-'+ R(a) , Hfkcoh A1 --+ EB !1p,p-k (A:/) such that J01' any k-simplex a one has

p?k

DR(a) = ch'(a) - ch"(a) - L (_l)i R (bi(a))

The proof uses the lemnla 2.3.1 in thc san1e \vay as in the construction of ch(a) above.
Indeeel, consider the simplicial space IV.coh M x [0,1] with chosen homotopy S~ for (J C
IV.coh N! x {O} anel S; for a C IV.coh NI x {I} , anel extend this choice up to a choice of
homotopy for any simplex of the whole siInplicial spaee I'Vcoh A1 x [0,1]. Now, if we denote by
R(a) the differential fonn corresponding to the siInplicial cOIl1plex (J x [0, 1] , then the equality
of thc len1nla follows fron1 the construction.

2.6. Functoriality under the direct in1age. 'vVe will use the eonstruction from section
1.3. Let f : M --+ N be a proper I110rphisln of eomplex spaces, and M --+ NI , N --+ N be
regular enlbeeldings. En1bedding 1ft! into CN anel thcn in /if X CN in thc way deseribed there,
one obtains froIn 2.5.1

TNxCN('c) = (Todd Al) -I . (Todd i\r) .TM('c)

'vVe have to prove thc equality j.TNxCN (,C) = TiV (J!,C). This can be done using thc topo

logical hOlnotopy ~)(!,i2( Z, w, t) on cN
X N x C. Let us rccall that in our ease the projection

CN
X {.,r extends thc lnap f , anel thererore the action of thc funetor f. on the differential fonns

on CN x N can be defined a.s an integration with respect of this projection, i.e. along the z 
coordinatc, z E C N

.

For the proof, chose the essential homotopy S.(z, w, t) of the c0111plex X!,C(z, w, t) , whieh
is an exact homotopy for this cOInplex outside a subsct which is compact with respect of z , and
with respect to t. Consider the endoInorphisIl1S (da)P of this con1plex. Here a(z, w, t) is thc
differential of the complex X!,C(z, w, t) above, and its derivatives in thc expression da(z, w, t)
are taken with respect of all the variables cxcept t. Since a(z, w, t) depends holOlnorphicaJly
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on tEe, then one can take the analog of the bicomplex n°,· If07n. C>.;!'c, X !,C) , with second

differential equal to 8z +8w +8t . Denote by tr (da)p the trace of (da)p , obtained with the
heip of the hon1otopy S.(z, 10, t) in this bicOInplcx. SUI11ming up, one defines the corresponding
Chern character, which obviously can bc written in the fonn

eh (X!,C(z,1O,t)) := L ~tr (da)P = w(z,w,t) = Wl(Z,w,t) + W2(Z,1O, t) /\ dl
p.

where Wl anel W2 do not contain differentials with respect to t. Note that the fonn w(z, 10, t)
has compact support with respect to z and l.

The fact that w(z, 'W, t) is closed with respect to D% +Dw +Dt iInplies that Wl E EB n(p,p) is
Dz,w - closed, and 8z,wW2 = j;Wl' It is easy to see that w(z,1O,l)'represents TNxCN(.C) , anel

w(z, 'W, 0) represents TN (/![,). Taking the standard solution of the 8 problell1 on the t-plane,
we obtain:

Wl (z, 'W, 1) - Wl (z, 10, 0) = (Dz + Dw ) (-~ JW2(Z, 1O,l) (~- _1_) dt /\ elf)
~1fZ t t - 1

C

Integrating this equality along the z-coorclinates, one obtains:

I.. TNxeN (,C) - Ti! (Jt'c) = 8w T ([,)

where we denoted by T (,C) thc integral with respect to z of thc differential f01'n1, inclucled into
brackets in the preceeding equality.

The sarne construction applies to the higher I<-groups5. For this, choose for any silnplex
a E l'Vkcoh At essential homotopies S~(z,w) for X;u(z,1o) , anel S~(z, 10) for X!!Cu(z, 10). It
can be extended up to a hon10topy S~(z, 10) for the cOlnplex X!,1:'u(z, 10, t).

Now, perfonning to thc siInplicial category of aU such con1plexes on N X CN the construction
of the lügher Chern character froIn' the proposition 2.5.4, one obtains a set of differential forl11s

( 1 2)-W/7 Z, 10, t) = W/7(Z' 10, t) + W/7(z, tu, t /\ dt

w; E EB np,p-k+l (iv x CN ) ,w; E EB np,p-k (fv x CN )

p~k-l p~k

The equality (Dz•w + Dt ) WO' = L::(-1 )iWbd /7) translates into:

5Since the operation of direct image maps the category of coherent sheaves into the category of perfeet.
complexes, all the constructions mtlst be done in the \Valdhausen classifying spacc of thc laUer category, whose
definition is slightly more complicated. Here, we will not pa)' attention to this.
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d I ""IT 2 ~(l)i 2
dlWq - Uz,wWu = L..t - Wb;(q)

The first equation shows that w~ (z, w, 1) = TNxCN (a) , and w~ (z, w, 0) = TN (!la).
Denote by T(a) the integral along the z-coordinate of the differential form

1 (1 1--Jw2 (z W t) - - --) dt 1\ d1
2rri q" t t - 1

C

The integral along z of thc restl'ictions of thc fonn w~ (z, w, 'l) on t = 1 and t =°are equal
to f. TNxeN (a) anel to TN (/!o) respectively. Taking the solution of the Bt - problen1 as above,
one obtains:

Proposition 2.6.1. Thel'c exists a 'mapping a ~ T(a) attaching to uny k-si7nplex fro'rn
Wkcoh LV! a differential f01'ms T( a) E Ef1 Op,p-k-l (Ar) , such that

k

f.TfJxCN(a) - Tj\r(fla) = DT(u) + L:(-l)iT(bi(a))
i=O

Corollary 2.6.2. Thc Rie.,nann - Roch morphis17ls ch k , defined in the precceding seeti071 J

C01nmute with the direcl image.

Renlark 2.6.3. One can prove in the saIne \Vay as in the proposition 2.5.5 that the fornl
T(o) der>ends on the choice of the homotopy S~(z,w) (with fixed S~(z, w) and S~(z,w) ) only
up to a canonicalIy choosen a-exact fonn.

3. Herlnitian Rienlann - Roch theorenl. To formulate the results above in a Inore
precise and natural fonn, we endow the spaces forn1ing the complex .>{;(z) with inner products.
This pennits, first, to make a canonical choice of thc hotnotopy S'.(z) , anel second, roughly
speaking, to replace everywhere awith aa.

Let L is a cohel'ent sheaf endowed with an Hermitian 1l1etrics. rvlore precisely, suppose that
the spaees r(U,.c) , forming the components of the cOll1plex X;(z) , ean be represented as
limits of the spaees of the type f(2)( U,.c) of square-integrable sections of L with a fixed inner
(scalar) prodllcts. This can be done, in partiel11ar, when .c is a coherent sheaf endowed with
an Hennitian rnetries, and the inner products are detern1ined by the given lnetl'ies. Then one
has a canonical ehoice of the hotnotopy S( z) such that its ilnages are orthogonal to thc kerneIs
of a(z) (let ealI it "orthogonal homotopy").

The construction of thc orthogonal honlotopy can be described as follows. Let 6..(z) :=

[a.(z), a:(z)) = {6i(Z)}i l~e the Laplacian of the complex X;(z). If this cOlnplex is exact, one
ean define the hOlnotopy S.(z) incluctively:

Si(Z) := ai_l(z) 0 (I - Si+dz) 0 Qi(Z)) 0 (6i(Z))-t

In the case of Fredholn1 con1plexes, iIi general, the orthogonal hOInotopy cau be defined only
locallyj namely, fix a point Zo E !VI , anel take e > 0 , not belonging to the spectrum sp 6..(zo)
of the Laplacian, such that the intersection of the interval [0, eJ \vith sp 6..(zo) contains only
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eugenvalues of finite ITIultiplicity. For z in a sufficiently sll1all nelghborhood of Zo , denotc by
E:(z) the subcolnplex of X;(z) consisting of the spectral subspaces of ß.(z) corresponding to
[0, c], and by L~ (z) its orthogonal cOll1plemcnts, which consists of spectral subspaces for [E, 00)
anel is a subcomplex also. Let ß~(z) the restriction of .6.. (z) on L~ (z).

Now one can define in this neighborhood the essential hOlnotopy 8:(z) by the fonnula above
with ß.(z) replaced by .6.~(z). On Al\Al (which we suppose to be non-elnpty) one can take
the exact hOlnotopy 5.(z) as above.

The l'epresentatives of the Newton classes in n~f (M,) , constructed by the Ineans of S:(z)

and S. (z) , does not elepend on E anel therefore are elefined globally; indeed, if we take °< E < E'

satisfying thc conditions ahove, then the orthogonal cOlnplelnent of E:(z) in E:' (z) is an exact
subcomplex which is invariant with reSI)ect to 8.(z) , anel therefore its contribution to the
characteristic classes is killed.

Proposition 3.1.1. The Che'rn characler fonn chs (X;( z)) , construeted by the use of the

orthogonal homotopy given above, is He1"1nüian-sy'tnmetric and fJ and 8-closed.

Proof. v\Te will use thc proposition 2.4.3. Since the decompositions Xi = Ef(z) EB Li(z) are
orthogonal, then the connections Di := PEi 0 d are preserving the induced Hel'111itian metrics on
Ei (z) anel therefore eh (Ei, Di ) are symll1etric differential farms. Then proposition 2.4.3 shows
that

which proves the assertion.

In other words, for any cohcrens sheaf [, one has

TA/([.) E EB A~f (NI)
p~o

where A~f (lfr) is the space of the Hel'111itian-sYlllmetric differential forms of bidegree (p,]J)
with coefficients currents concentrated on A1 , which are both fJ- anel 8- closed.

Choosing a sYlnmetric differential fann, representing (Todd M) -1, one obtains the ehern

charactcl' eh ([.) := (Todd NI) -I . TA:t ([,) (we will call j t HeT'1nitian Ch ern ehal'aetel') as a eliffer

ential fonn, belonging to the salne space EB Aj.;f (NI).
p~o
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In order to extend the definition to the higher K-functors, we will need the following a.nalog
of leillilla 2.3.1:

Lenll11a 3.1.2. Let L be a cohe1'e1l!. shen! on NI and suppose lhat JOT i = 0, ... ,n one has
an inner p1'oduel hi 071 the cO'1T/'ponents 0/ the co'mplex X;-( z). Then J01' any non-e'Tnpty subsel
I = {io, ... ,ik } C {O, ... ,n} ihere exists a differential form w/ E A~lk,p-k (A1) ) such that

1I w{i} coineides with lhe 11ennit ian ehern charaeler eh hi (X;- (z)) } constru~l ed with respecl.
of the h111e1' product hi ) and

21 Jor any I

k

Baw/ = L (-l))Wlj
):;;;1

Sketch of the proof. One can use arglunents sitnilar to that of thc second proof of 2.3.1.
All the inner proclucts in a Hilbert space fonn a contractible set. Therefore, one can define a
continuous falnily of inner proclucts ht , where t runs ovel' thc n-din1ensional sil11plex a, slIch
that its values at the vertexes of a will coincide with the given tnetrics ho, . .. , hn • Let S.(z, t)
be the orthogonal h0l110topy for thc cOll1plex X;-(z). Then, by lemlna 2.4.3, one reduces to the
case of hernütian vector bundles Ei.

When a is an l-sitnplex, then Olle can llse thc Bott - Chern construction ([B-Cl, prop.
3.15) which construct explicitely ch(a) corrcsponding to the h01l1otopy between the connec
tions induced by the defornlation of the inclllced Hern1itian metrics on the bundles Ei(z). For
the lügher din1ensions, one necds to prove some highcr-din1ensional analog of the Bott-Chern
forn1ula.

Having the proposition above, one can proceed for the definition of the higher Chern char
acters in the san1e way as in the section 2.5. Let U = {Ui} iEI be a fixed covering of i1 as
above. Denote by hcohA1 the category consisting of all the cohercnt sheavcs on M , togcther
with fixed "inner products" on the spaces r(Ua, L) , a C I; that 111eans, a presentation of all
such spaces as inverse liInits of Hilbert spaces.

Proposition 3.1.3. TheTe exists a mapping a '"'-'+ ch(a) attaching Lo any k-si'1Tlplex a E
Hfkheoh AI a differential form ch(a) E EI1 A~lk+t ,p-k+l (Jil) such that

p>k-l
al IJ the filtration determining a cO~lsists on a single sheaf L , then eh( a) coincides with

the Hermitian ehern char'aeter ch(.c) consl:rucl.ed above.
b/For any sünple:x a one has:

Bach(a)
k

L (-1 )i eh (bi ( a ) )
i:;;;D

where bi ( a) denotes lhe i -lh face rnap.

One can show that the definition does not depend essentia.lly on the choice of the inner
proclucts. Naillely, suppose that we have two functors froln eoh N! to hcoh M inducing the
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identity functor on sheaves; that Ineans, two ways of choice of inner proclucts for any sheaf.
Let ch'( er) , ch"(er) be the corresponding ehern chal'acters. Then we have

Proposition 3.1.4. [11 the conditiolls above lhc're exists a lnap er ~ R(er) } Wkcoh NI -t

EB n~fk,p-k (Jf[) such that
p>k

a8R(er) = ch'(u) - ch"(er) + L (_l)i R (bi(er))

The covariance of the Hennitian ehern chal'acter with respect to the proper InorphisIllS can
be proved in the sanle way as in the preceeding section. vVe will sketch it for the case of R'o
, i.e. for the functor [. ""-'t ch(['). In this case, one consider again the cOlnplex X!,L(z, 1U, t)
on CN x il x C. The scalar products on the cOluplex X;(z) detcrtninc the scalar products on
X!,L(z,w,t) (anel the scalar products on X[!L(w) on N).

The construction is similar to that from 2.6,but this tilne, unlike 2.6, we will include in
the definition of the exterior derivatives da(z, w, t) of the differential O'(z, 1.0, t) of the cOIllplex
X!,L(z, 1.0, t) the differentiation with respect to all variables - z ,1.0 allel t. Denote by w(z, w, t) E

EB AP'P (N X CN
) the Hcrmitian Chern character of this cornplex, ca1culatecl in thc sanle way

as in 2.6. If one clenotes by wdz, w, t) the part of w(z, w, t) , not containing dt anel dt , and
by W2(Z, W, t) 1\ dt 1\ dt - the part containg both dt and cf[ , then the 8 and 8-closedness of the
differential fornl w(z, w, t) inlplies

d cl -
-.1 l-w1(z, w, t) = az w 8z wW2(Z, 1.0, t)( t (I ' ,

and one has to salve the corresponding aa problem on the t - plane. One obtains:

( ( )
2 )1 I - 1 2 Itl -

w (z, tu, 1) - w (z, w, 0) = 8z w 8z w --;::;--: Jw (z, w, t) log I I dt /\ dt
" ~7fl t - 1

C

On the other hand, it is easy to see [1'0111 the construction that w 1(z, w, 1) and w 1(z, w, 0)
represent the Hermitian Chern characters of the cOInplexes Xf(z, w) and XlC(w) correspond
ingly. As above, ane integrates along the z-coordinates and denotes by T(.c) the integral fronl
the differential fornl included in the brackets in the right hand side.

Perfonning an analogous construction for the higher K-functors, one obtains:

Proposition 3.1.5. The'l'e cxisls a lnapping er ""-'t T( er) attaching to any k-si'mplex 11'01'12
l'Vkhcoh Ai a diffeTen/ial fonn T(er) E EB Aj.,-k,p-k (N) , such thai

p>k
k

f*Tf!xcN(er) - TR(!la) = aaT(er) + I:(-l)iT(bi (er))
i=O

The fanns T(a) depcnd on the choice of the inner products on Xf(z) in same canonicaJ
wa)'; naIl1ely, one has:
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Propositioil 3.1.6. Suppose that, as in 3.1.4, we haue two different choices 0/ inne1'
p1'oduets on lhe objects 0/ the category Hf.coh Al , and let T'(a) , T"(a) be the corresponding
t01'sion /o1''tns COllstrlLcted l:n the assertion above. Then one can attach to any si1nplex (J' a
differential forn" L(a) E EB A~-k-l ,p-k-l (i\') such thal

p~k+l

Suppose that we have an Hern1itian metries on the coherent sheaf .c , anel one takes the
scalar proelucts on X;'u (z) ineluceel by this lnetrics. Then it must be noted that the Hennitian
Chern character, constructed on this way, will depenel on the covering U ; this happens because
the Hennitian Inetrics on .c induced by its representation as a hOInology sheaf of the complex
of HilbCl·t spaces );;(z), will not coincide with the original Hennitian structure on .c ( it will
be sOInehow averaged along the eleIllents of U ). In order to obtain the Chern charactcl' for the
original Inetrics, one has to prove the following:

Conjecture 3.1.7. ~Fhen the dianwter 0/ lhe covering U lends to zero) then the CO',Te
sponding He1"1nitian Che1'n characters of X;,[1 (z) converge some limit, coinciding in the regula1'
case wilh ihe Che1'n charaeter 0/ the given 1nctrics.

4. Riemann - Roch functor with values in the Chow ring. We will briefty elescribe
how the approach deve10ped above can be applied, under suitable choice of homotopy, to the
RieInann - Roch functor with values in the Chow ring. It SeeIllS inlportant for us that the
Chern character with values in the Chow ring, anel the Hennitian Chern character constructed
in the section 3 (which are the Illain conlponents of the "Aritmetic Rielllann - Roch thcoreIn",
conjectured and partially proved in the regular case by BisIll11t - Gillet - Soule), can be treated
in a parallel way.

As we noted, in the construction above one can obtain thc representatives of the ehern
character as differential forms with currents as coefficients. So the problem is: how to choose
s. (z) (perhaps a genera.lised functions of z) such that the constucted cli fferential fornl repre
senting the Chern character is a sutn of tenns of the type Oz , which denotes the current of
integration over the regular part of the cycle Z.

'vVe will show on a particlllar case of a linear bundle that the construction of such a represcn
tatives can be connected with the Hennitian ehern charactel', considered in the last paragraph.

Take the free infini te ditnensional resolution X~ (z) of a linear bundle E: namely, suppose
that the hmllology sheaf of X~(z) in the clegree zero is iSOlllorphic to E , and others are trivial.
Let s(z) : C -t E be a section of this bundle, having a regular zero set which will be denoted

by Z. The I1lap s can be lifteel up to a slnooth lilap s( z) : C -t ker 0'0 ( z). One can choose s( z)
such that its image is orthogonal to the ilnage of O'-d z).

The Inap s(z) cau be consielered as a morphism of conlplexes Co -t X~(z) , where Co
denotes the complex with C at stage zero ancI zero elsewhere. Denote by X~(z) the cone of

this morphisIn: then obviously X~(z) anel X~(z) have the SaI11e ehern character. Take the
orthogonal hmnotopy 5.(z) for X!(z) , constructed in the last paragraph; then, the Inap 51

, togethel' with 5.(z) , determines an exact horllotopy 5.(z) for X~ (z) on M\Z. Its extension
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as an operator-valued current on the whole i\tI can be considered as an essential homotopy for
this cOlllplex. Applying the construction fOrIll section 2, one obtains that the Chern character
in this case will coincide with the fundanlental current Oz of the cyeIe Z:

chs (X ~ (z )) = 8z

Both 8.(z) anel 8.(z) are orthogonal on A1\Z , anel its difference is finite-dinlensional.
Using the constructions frolll the section 3, one shows:

Proposition 4.1.1. The1'c exists a s1nooth diiJe'l'cnlial Jonn !.pE on M\ZJ salisfying

Renlark. The differential fornl 'PE is a Green fornl for Z, and the pair (Z,!.pE) , is the
aritllletic Chern character of E in the sense of Bisffiut-Gillet-Soule (see [S]).

To deal with the general case, one should lift the whole thing .on the Grassmanian. The
construction of the ehern character in the Chow ring for a c0I11plex of vector bundles is given
by the ~1acpherson Grassillannian - graph construction (see [B-F-~111]); für our purposes it will
be bettel' to follow the variant of it, constructed by Iversen [I). The salne construction of the
Grassmannian should be perfonned for the infinite-dinlensiona.l free cOlllplexcs appearing in thc
our construction; so the conlplex ShOltid be canonically lifted on thc GrassI11annian, where its
h0I11010gy sheaves ShOldd have sufficiently tnany sections, and then one should use, as above,
the essential homotopy deternlined by these sections. One 111ay conjecture that, in this way, one
should elefine the aritInetic Chern character of the cOI1lplex X;(z) , anel, using the homotopy
X;(z, w, t) , should be able to prove its covariance under proper 111aps.
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